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ABSTRACT

The notion of implicit (or explicit) collaborative information access refers to systems and practices allowing a group of users to unintentionally (respectively intentionally) seek, share and retrieve information to achieve similar (respectively shared) information-related goals. Despite an increasing adoption in social environments, collaboration behavior in information seeking and retrieval is mainly limited to small-sized groups, generally restricted to working spaces. Much remains to be learned about collaborative information seeking within open web social spaces. This paper is an attempt to better understand either implicit or explicit collaboration by studying Twitter, one of the most popular and widely used social networks. We study in particular the complex intertwining of human interactions induced by both collaboration and social networking. We empirically explore explicit collaborative interactions based on focused conversation streams during two crisis. We identify structural patterns of temporally representative conversation subgraphs and represent their topics using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) modeling. Our main findings suggest that: 1) the critical mass of collaboration is generally limited to small-sized flat networks, with or without an influential user; 2) users are active as members of weakly overlapping groups and engage in numerous collaborative search and sharing tasks dealing with different topics, and 3) collaborative group ties evolve within the time-span of conversations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Using social networking platforms for information seeking and sharing is an increasingly common practice [28]. Although previous research [7] and various services, such as Aardvark [20], have investigated the use of social media for information access, the underlying paradigm still relies on individual search. In this setting, the information access is generally enriched by cues stemming from a seeker’s social relationships (e.g., so-called “friends” or “followers”). However, recent studies highlighted the fact that a significant portion of information searches remains unsolved within the user’s social neighborhood [23]. To address this issue, we believe that search engines could support the creation of
social ties between users or groups of users aiming at carrying out similar search tasks. The long-term goal is to favor both explicit and implicit collaboration. In explicit collaborative search scenarios, two or more individuals (say, a work team) are engaged in the search process and intentionally combine their knowledge and skills to solve a shared information need. In contrast, implicit collaboration refers to scenarios where users might unintentionally share their experience with other users to satisfy their own information needs [16].

A sizable literature has shown that explicit collaboration within small-sized groups is beneficial to information search [35]. Yet, little is known about the opportunities of large-scale explicit collaboration supported by social networking platforms [30, 13]. We aim to bridge this gap by studying the properties of groups of users with shared interests emerging from online social conversations, viewed here as collaboration signals. We empirically explore explicit collaborative interactions based on focused conversation streams during two crisis. We identify structural patterns of temporally representative conversation subgraphs and represent their topics using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) modeling. We focus on a crisis management scenario based on two Twitter-based datasets collected during critical circumstances (Hurricane Sandy\(^1\) and Ebola\(^2\)). The reasons for choosing specifically this scenario are twofold: 1) social media platforms are increasingly used by citizens during crisis situations [21] to make helpful information and knowledge available (events, video, expertise, etc), to ease crises awareness, to accept or distribute tasks to volunteers, and to share their opinions on the way crises are managed by official responders. 2) crisis-related situations lead to the emergence of spontaneous groups of users willing to collaborate (through online communications) in order to provide resources and help victims [18].

Our main contributions include:

- Characterizing both the structural and semantic patterns of explicit collaboration, based on information seeking and sharing traces as well as signals left by groups of users who are jointly engaged in temporally tight conversations.
- Exploring whether and how much groups of users with similar interests may be more likely to explicitly collaborate with each other.

Our findings provide a number of significant opportunities for future research on collaboration in the social Web. More precisely, they may guide designers of social media-based information search tools to connect users to a wide and relevant audience in accordance with their search goals and interests.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give an overview of the relevant literature on social and collaborative information search, and then focus on the main challenges and research advances in social-media based crisis management. Section 3 details the data acquisition and processing methods. In section 4, we present and discuss the results. Section 5 highlights the broader implications of our study in terms of social-media collaboration research, while section 6 outlines its limitations and future research directions. Some concluding remarks follow in section 7.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This paper is related to two lines of previous work that we overview. We first focus on the social and collaborative information access using social media platforms and then, investigate the use of social media services during crisis situations.

2.1 Collaborative and social media information seeking: two sides of the same coin?

Although generally perceived as a solitary process, information seeking and retrieval increasingly imply collaboration with others either within small-sized work teams [35] or open social web spaces [30]. The first research initiative dealing with the use of social media and favoring large-scale collaboration has been raised by the DARPA challenge aiming at identifying ten red balloons across the USA [39]. Collaboration could be defined according to various dimensions: namely, intent, depth, concurrency, and location, leading to fundamentally distinct processes (e.g., recommendation, task-based search) and research challenges [16, 32]. With respect to the above-mentioned objectives, we focus in this paper on the intent dimension which can be either explicit or implicit.

Explicit collaboration has commonly been addressed in the area of collaborative information seeking and retrieval [14, 35]. In this context, an important paradigm for the optimization of the collaborators’ search actions is the division of labor. This could be traced to three types of mediation which, in turn, correspond to specific user behaviors: 1) user-based mediation through explicit discussions or exchanges between the collaborators using interfaces [35], 2) system-based mediation supported by search algorithms which transfer the results to the right collaborators, generally according to their predefined roles [37], 3) hybrid mediation that learns and assigns evolving roles to users and adapts the search accordingly [36]. Implicit collaboration has traditionally been addressed in algorithms and applications such as collaborative filtering [6].

Recently, social media platforms have given rise to both explicit and implicit collaborative search under the umbrella of “social search” [13, 29, 30]. Authors in [29] broadly define social search as “the process of finding information online with the assistance of other social resources as well as search over collections of socially-generated content”. While some works exploit social signals (like/dislike, comments) [2] or social features (engagement, trust) [24] to enhance implicit collaborative search models, other research stands closer to ours focusing on how users appropriate social media platforms to explicitly collaborate. The main findings may be subsumed as follows: 1) seeking and sharing information are the two basic forms of online explicit collaboration using social networks [10, 29]. 2) the main motivations of users to explicitly ask their social network are trust, awareness (social support), searching for opinionated information and reaching specific audience [29, 23] and that 3) a significant part of the questions asked to social networks did not receive answers mostly because of the low social activity of askers or the limited size of their social neighborhood [23].
In this paper, we reveal some characteristics about the behavioral facets of users engaged in social-media based explicit collaboration. Unlike previous work [9, 10, 23, 29], our study specifically focuses on: 1) the characterization of the group patterns of users engaged in explicit collaboration supported by topically focused online conversations that express shared information goals and interests; 2) the examination of the social connectivity between these groups in order to have a picture of their interplay regarding both the generation of content and the social interactions. In addition, different from the study presented in [9], our study focuses on the group level rather than the user level. More specifically, rather than aiming to discover the user-to-user interaction graph structure regardless of the users’ intent, our goal here is to give an abstracted picture of the collaborative group patterns that emerge from the user-to-user social interactions regarding shared information needs and interests.

2.2 Social-media based collaboration in emergency situations

Besides conventional social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, etc.) that are commonly used in crisis management, new dedicated platforms have recently emerged (Sahana, Ushahidi, OneResponse, Tweet4Act, Google Crisis Response, etc.). Some tools (i.e., NYPA) offer several functions while interfacing with conventional tools and Geographic Information Systems. In terms of use, these tools allow 1) citizens to geo-locate elements (events, victims, demands, resources, etc.) in order to be informed and active in resolving the crisis as well as 2) stakeholder organizations to collaborate and be more efficient, which results in accelerating decision making and therefore action. In this context, Twitter, Facebook and Ushahidi are the most used social platforms in crisis situations notably during the earthquake in Haiti in 2010 and the Fukushima nuclear accident in 2011 [41]. A detailed review of social-media processing in crisis-management can be found in [21].

Based first and foremost on Twitter streams, a large amount of research studies proposed approaches to predict crises [19, 26] and model information spread [34]. This enables to improve communication channels or understand users’ individual and collective behaviors that highlight situational awareness [1, 17, 40]. Heverin and Zach [17] highlighted the collective effort made by users to produce information that could be identified within “the chaos” through the hashtag stream, aiming at forging a global picture of the overall crisis-related information. Vieweg and al. [40] distinguished among various content-based tweet features those which could be used to identify ad hoc audiences viewed as potential collaborators. The topical analysis of tweets showed that different types of information may be broadcasted depending on the role of those seeking information. For instance, Preparation and Response to warning concern both individual and organizational audiences. However, confidence-related challenges remain, especially with respect to the reliability of both partners’ commitment and shared information. On the whole, they limit the use of social-media based technologies to enhance citizen-to-organization and organization-to-organization collaboration [25].

Our work extends previous work [17, 40] about users’ involvement in crisis-related social-media streams by giving a picture of the structure of the intra and inter collaboration between user groups with the aim of highlighting collaboration opportunities.

3. STUDY DESIGN

3.1 Definitions and assumptions

We introduce here the basic definitions and assumptions:

- **Collaboration.** Collaboration allows people to create and share collective knowledge within a work team to identify and resolve a shared complex problem [33]. From the social web point of view, the collaboration concept is closely related to the notion of wisdom of crowds, i.e., how large groups of people are better at solving problems and fostering innovation [38].

- **Collaboration signals in the social web.** To detect collaboration intent of active users in the social web, we use the following assumption:

  **Assumption 1.** Providing assistance to others by means of social signals like answering, sharing, and propagating information through the social network is a form of online collaboration [13].

- **Collaborative information search and sharing task.** We consider here that a collaborative search and sharing task is implicitly performed task through a conversation started by a seed tweet, whereby participants are trying to address the same issue. All of them strive to achieve a common task that consist for instance on the retrieval of a specific information or the synchronization around a particular action. Accordingly, we will later consider in our study the following assumption:

  **Assumption 2.** Online conversations are timely bounded and could convey different subtopics and sub-tasks alongside their lifetime [9].

- **Collaborative group.** We consider the active users involved in a conversation as the members of the collaborative group.

3.2 Twitter Datasets

We selected two datasets obtained by constantly monitoring Twitter’s stream via Twitter Streaming API using appropriate tracking keywords during a critical period of two different crises. In particular, we used the filter method of streaming API that delivers tweets which imperatively contain tracked keywords. The filter method enables to gather a higher number of tweets about the monitored crises in comparison to the sample method that randomly pulls 1% from all tweets. Although the filter method could gather all tracked tweets, this must not exceed the limit rate of 1% of the whole Twitter stream. We note that only the paid Firehose method of Twitter API guarantees the delivery of 100% of all tweets. However, previous work has shown that such obtained samples are close to the random samples over full Twitter stream [31]. We analyzed two tweet collections, restricted to English-language tweets, related to two crises:

1. **Sandy:** A dataset of tweets about Hurricane Sandy which was the most destructive hurricane in United
States history with more than 230 deaths and 75 billion of damages. This dataset were collected from 29th October 2012 to 31st October 2012 using the 3 keywords: “sandy”, “hurricane” and “storm”.

2. Ebola: A dataset of tweets about West African Ebola virus epidemic which is the most widespread epidemic of Ebola virus disease. The epidemic began in Guinea in December 2013 and lasted for two years. World government agencies report more than 11,295 deaths. The dataset were collected from July 29th 2014 to August 28th 2014 using “ebola” as a keyword.

The two datasets Sandy and Ebola have similar sizes with the number of tweets reaches 4,853,345 and 4,815,142, respectively.

The first key challenge was to select a sub-sample of informative tweets and filter out noisy ones. To tackle this issue, we processed the datasets using the methodology introduced in [8] for automatic data reliability detection. Practically, unreliable tweets are filtered using an automatic classifier. Based on regression logistic model, the automatic classifier maps tweets into two categories: useful and useless. The dataset processing is conducted into three steps:

- **Step 1: Building the training dataset.** A manual annotation task was assigned to 10 human assessors who were independently provided with 1) instructions about the categorization task: a tweet is assessed as useful if it is related to the crisis and brings relevant information that helps to understand the tweet context or the situation. The tweet is useless otherwise; 2) a set of manually annotated examples of each category (useful and useless), and 3) a set of tweets from each crisis-related collection. The assessors were asked to choose a single category that best matched the content of the tweet. This task results in a training dataset including 1,800 labeled tweets and two dictionaries containing the 100 most frequent terms from each category of manually annotated tweets (useful terms and useless terms).

- **Step 2: Training the classification model.** We used the training dataset to learn the automatic classification model based on a logistic regression. To achieve this goal, we set up a feature-based representation of the manually annotated tweets based on 12 features that we classify into 3 categories: 1) content features (e.g., number of hashtags, number of mentions), 2) typographical features (e.g., number of punctuation characters, number of emoticons), 3) vocabulary features (e.g., number of useful terms, number of useless terms). The performance of the training model was higher than 80% for both datasets with a Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 18%.

- **Step 3: Filtering the datasets.** For the remaining analysis in this study, we only consider tweets classified as useful using the automatic classification model built in the previous step. Statistics about the resulting datasets are presented in Table 1.

We can see from Table 1 that both datasets contain more than 40% of retweets, 64% of mentions, and between 28% and 46% of shared URL. These statistics clearly show the engagement of the users involved in these datasets to explicitly collaborate through conversation built as detailed below.

### Table 1: Descriptive statistics of each crisis-related dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Sandy</th>
<th>Ebola</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tweets</td>
<td>2,119,854</td>
<td>2,872,890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbloggers</td>
<td>1,258,473</td>
<td>750,829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>963,631</td>
<td>1,157,826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentions</td>
<td>1,473,498</td>
<td>1,826,059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reply</td>
<td>63,596</td>
<td>69,773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URLs</td>
<td>596,393</td>
<td>1,309,919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictures</td>
<td>107,263</td>
<td>410,581</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1: Tuning the temporal parameter.

### 3.3 Conversation Datasets

We assume that explicit collaboration in online social networks is channeled by a certain type of interactions. With respect to the definitions presented in section 3, we aim at describing and differentiating interactional patterns which we deem to be typically collaborative. According to Assumption 1, we built the set of conversations, based on the vocabulary of Twitter user interactions, namely replying, mentioning or retweeting, all mediated by the use of the @ symbol which conveys a collaboration manifestation [11]. Practically, the @ symbol is followed by the user handle (username) and thereby defines a link from tweet to tweet and, further, from user to user.

In order to characterize such conversations, we used the algorithm proposed by Cogan et al. [9]. It works in two steps: starting from a given tweet, it first goes upstream...
by recursively discovering tweets in an ascending manner until it finds the root tweet. It then goes downstream, in a descending manner, to explore the subset of tweets related to this root tweet. Put differently, it reconstructs the whole tree of conversation in which the original tweet is embedded. On the Sandy and Ebola datasets, we respectively gather 240,991 and 196,005 conversation trees.

According to Assumption 2, a conversation may diverge progressively towards subgroups of users and topics, long after it started, plausibly far from the original collaborative search and sharing task goal. Indeed, in graph-theoretical terms, conversation trees are downstream connected components which can grow very large in practice. The chain of interactions may go deep and it is reasonable to put a boundary on long-lasting discussions: explicit collaboration should a priori correspond to compact interaction patterns, both structurally, temporally and topically. A conversation may indeed diverge progressively towards subgroups of users, topics, long after it started plausibly far from the original collaboration goal.

To deal with this issue, we introduce a simple criterion to limit the conversation tree exploration: we require downstream tweets to be sufficiently close in time to the root tweet, whereby no more than $T$ minutes should separate the last tweet from the root. This approach relies on the notion that conversations reach a point of saturation hereafter the explicit collaboration group is relatively stable. To check this, we examine the social content of trees as a function of time from the root tweet. More precisely, we look at the temporal evolution of participant lists when choosing a longer exploration period. We compute the average ratio of overlap between user lists, for a same conversation collected until $t$ from the root seed and $t + 30$ minutes.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the collaborative group overlaps over time for both Sandy and Ebola datasets. The $x$-axis represents the two successive temporal constraints ($t$ and $t + 30$), while the $y$-axis corresponds to this overlap ratio. We notice that fixing $T$ at 120 minutes yields an average overlap ratio of more than 99%, for both datasets. We thus distinguish “saturated” from “non-saturated” conversations by considering trees which exhibit an overlap ratio of 100% after 120 minutes (or not). Even for non-saturated conversations, we observe an average overlap ratio around 95%. When comparing temporally-truncated trees with complete trees (see Tab. 2), we still observe a strong similarity in terms of structural features which further justifies the choice of this constraint. Truncated trees constitute the basic structural pattern of user groups engaged in explicit collaboration bounded by a relatively tight time constraint. We can now analyze both their social and semantic configurations.

### 4. RESULTS

#### 4.1 Characterization of the Collaborative Groups

Our objectives here are twofold: 1) identifying the structural patterns of the users’ collaboration networks and 2) identifying the topics of the conversation threads that might make sense of the crisis situation for the users engaged in conversations.

##### 4.1.1 Structure of the collaborative group networks

To have a picture of the collaboration structure, we derive the interaction subgraphs from the conversation trees. Nodes of the subgraph are conversation tree participants, while links correspond to at least one interaction between two users. We are particularly interested in the shape of these subgraphs and their distribution as done in [27, 15] for the study of diffusion cascade patterns in blog post networks. However, we are dealing here with conversation patterns, i.e., social subgraphs based on mentions, retweets and replies, in order to eventually describe distinct conversation roles and configurations [12].

To start with, we introduce a nomenclature defining a subgraph by a pair of numbers $(x, y)$ where $x$ represents the number of users and $y$ the number of links. An analysis of this simple notation already makes it possible to describe and discriminate a wide range of different subgraphs. Table 3 gathers the most frequent interaction subgraphs and their graphical representations. Interestingly, this taxonomy is roughly identical for both Ebola and Sandy datasets, both in terms of rank and order of magnitude of the respective patterns. There are essentially two main types of subgraphs which appear to be meaningful in terms of potential collaboration configurations, involving between 2 and 7 users:

1. **Star-shaped networks** (patterns (2, 1), (3, 2), (4, 3), (6, 5), etc.). These subgraphs feature the prominence of a central person, and subsequent discussants which

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Sandy - 2 hours</th>
<th>Ebola - 2 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># tweets</td>
<td>758,887 (79.83%)</td>
<td>878,171 (79.27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># user</td>
<td>1,020,213 (84.24%)</td>
<td>1,102,895 (83.17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># retweet</td>
<td>702,227 (78.75%)</td>
<td>825,642 (78.77%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># reply</td>
<td>56,682 (96.28%)</td>
<td>52,624 (88.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># mention</td>
<td>90,370 (83.51%)</td>
<td>157,457 (80.23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># conversation</td>
<td>240,991 (100.00%)</td>
<td>196,005 (100.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of tweets per conversation</td>
<td>3.15 (79.83%)</td>
<td>4.48 (79.27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of users per conversation</td>
<td>4.23 (84.24%)</td>
<td>5.62 (83.17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of retweets per conversation</td>
<td>2.91 (78.75%)</td>
<td>4.21 (78.77%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of reply per conversation</td>
<td>0.24 (96.28%)</td>
<td>0.27 (88.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of mention per conversation</td>
<td>0.37 (83.51%)</td>
<td>0.80 (80.23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of the conversation</td>
<td>1.10 (99.68%)</td>
<td>1.23 (98.83%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for the 2 hours conversations for Sandy and Ebola datasets. Percentage (%) represents the divergence index between temporally truncated trees and complete trees, using 100.00 as a basis for complete trees. Most index are close to 100.00.
Setting | #Sandy | #Ebola | Pattern | Setting | #Sandy | #Ebola | Pattern
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
2;1 | 157,687 | 96,573 | | 3;2 | 36,929 | 35,694 | |
4;3 | 12,124 | 11,639 | | 5;4 | 5,568 | 6,058 | |
4;4 | 2,767 | 4,342 | | 6;5 | 3,394 | 3,855 | |
7;6 | 2,177 | 2,862 | | 8;7 | 1,528 | 2,434 | |
5;6 | 1,446 | 2,322 | | 3;3 | 750 | 2,181 | |

Table 3: Most frequent collaboration patterns in Sandy and Ebola datasets, for saturated conversations.

2. **Flatter networks** (patterns (4, 4), (3, 3) or (5, 6), i.e., which respectively look like a square, a triangle, or a square and a triangle). These subgraphs indicate a more horizontal, collective discussion structure where more users interact with each other in a relatively decentralized manner, that is, without the existence of a central user.

Overall, we can see that collaborative groups are quite small without necessarily involving central users.

### 4.1.2 Content of the intra-group interactions

With respect to our second goal related to the topical analysis of the conversation streams, we applied the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [4] to the meta-documents built from the conversations and then tuned the optimal number of parameters using the perplexity measure [4]. We reached a minimal perplexity at 16 topics for the Ebola collection and 21 topics for the Sandy collection. Three assessors made a manual unsupervised annotation of the topics automatically extracted with the LDA model, to define topic labels. In case of disagreement on topic labels, a consensus has been reached between the three assessors. As shown by the labels listed in Table 4, the topics extracted from both collections are mostly related to crisis management except some of them (e.g., Obama and the Benghazi attack) which could be due to classification errors (18%). We outline that these topics are quite different from those identified in similar emergency situations [22] extracted from the tweet streams, regardless of the groups’ conversations. This observation is expected since topics extracted from conversations are likely to be more focused.

In order to relate the group structure to the underlying task topic, we associated each conversation with a topic through the maximal probability assignment criteria in the distribution conversation-topic resulting from the LDA model. Table 5 shows statistics about conversations by topic. We can notice that the most represented topics according to conversation numbers (#Conv.) related to crisis management are 1) prayers, negative thoughts and thanks, for the Sandy collection, and prevention, victims/quarantine, and 2) actions/thoughts to people, for the Ebola collection.

To characterize the network of the collaborative groups related to each topic, we computed the modularity measures. We found a high average modularity value that reaches 0.96 for Sandy dataset and 0.88 in the case of Ebola dataset. These modularity values reflect a higher density between the users of collaborative groups but -in contrast- sparse connections between users of different collaborative groups. The computation of the ratio between the number of identified modules and the number of conversations for each topic revealed a high ratio (0.8) for Sandy and a low ratio for Ebola (0.3). The results obtained on the Sandy dataset suggests that conversation networks are highly disconnected while those obtained on the Ebola dataset suggest that a high ra-

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sandy</td>
<td>(1) State of New York City; (2) Negative thoughts; (3) Donations/aids; (4) Thanks; (5) Explanations; (6) Water/Flood; (7) Insults; (8) Photos/Videos; (9) Dead persons/Deaths; (10) After Sandy; (11) Damages; (12) Missing people; (13) Prayers; (14) Obama and the Benghazi attack; (15) Weather alerts and nuclear alerts; (16) Humor; (17) Fear/Terror; (18) Financial impact; (19) Report/Inventory of fixtures; (20) Communication tools; (21) Information via the media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebola</td>
<td>(1) Prevention; (2) Actions/Thoughts to people; (3) Official reports; (4) Personal thoughts; (5) Dead persons/Deaths; (6) Worldwide urgency; (7) Exile; (8) Propagation; (9) Clinical tests; (10) Drug/Vaccine research; (11) Treatments; (12) First case in the US; (13) Disease/Fear in the US; (14) Victims and quarantine; (15) Action plan in Africa; (16) Propagation control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Extracted conversation topics from Sandy and Ebola datasets.
Table 5: Statistics of the collaborative groups sharing similar interests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sandy</th>
<th>Ebola</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Conv.</td>
<td>#Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12,325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>17,957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12,573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13,779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9,743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>38,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8,297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>6,842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9,642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>23,329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9,477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>11,672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4,633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>5,461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>5,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>6,817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>6,164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, these results outline that many collaborative groups deal with the same topic, but these groups are not totally connected as they form distinct ones, particularly within a short-term period. This may be explained by the fact that the conversations were held synchronously or asynchronously by users with similar interests who fail to connect with each other. To get a deeper understanding of this observation, we focus below, on the connectivity between the collaborative groups.

4.2 Examination of the Connectivity between the Collaborative Groups

We believe that an interesting analysis concerns the exploration of the global collaboration network in order to highlight whether and how groups of users with similar interests (or not) are likely to explicitly collaborate with each other. Therefore, it seems interesting to identify relationships (reply, retweet, and mention links) between conversations, whether they share similar interests or not.

Respectively for Sandy and Ebola datasets, Figures 2a and 2b illustrate the collaboration networks inferred from users’ social interactions considering their LDA topic-based assignation (see Section 4.1). These networks include the whole overlapping conversations, from the user belonging perspective, dealing with the same topic. Since the datasets include a large amount of users and social interactions, and in order to favor a better readability, we have represented these collaboration networks by filtering the three most populated conversations within each LDA topic. In each figure, collaboration topics are scattered around the perimeter of the circle and two types of relationships are characterized:

1. The “intra-topic” relationships between users engaged in conversations addressing the same topic, illustrated by arcs around and external to the perimeter. These relationships as illustrated in these figures are not particularly dense. We remember that Figure 2.a and Figure 2.b illustrate only the top three conversations of each topic which explain the low visible density. With all conversations considered, the number of average of ‘intra-topic’ relationships exceeds 47,700 relations for Sandy data and 36,300 relations of Ebola dataset. Moreover, the degree of density varies across topics. These results added to the structural analysis of the collaboration structure (see 4.1) corroborates the lack of social connectivity between users engaged in similar search/sharing tasks.

2. The “inter-topic” relationships between users engaged in distinct conversations dealing with distinct topics, symbolized by arcs inside the circle, are more prevalent for Sandy dataset whereas Ebola is characterized by a greater number of “inter-topic” relationships.

Considering the fact that Figures 2a and 2b show a sub-
representation of the overall collaboration networks, we first judge the generalizability of our observations by the use of the cohesion metric [5] estimated over the collaboration network obtained with the whole datasets and characterized by topical clusters associated to the LDA topics. The metric estimates the ratio between the strength of “intra-topic” user relationships (within topical cluster) and the strength of the “inter-topic” user relationships (between topical clusters), where a value higher than 1 highlights the preponderance of “intra-topic” relationships. We obtained a cohesion metric value equals to 1.43 for Sandy and 0.63 for Ebola, suggesting that the previous observed statements on the network sub-representation could be generalized to the overall collaboration network.

The differences between the Ebola and Sandy collaboration networks could be explained with respect to the duration of the social activity traced to the beginning of the crisis, at least starting from the oldest timestamp of the tweets in the crisis-related datasets. Indeed, both datasets, although characterized by similar collaboration patterns in individual conversations (see Table 3), have contrasted results in terms of cohesion metric values. Due to the collect time-periods (3 days for the Sandy dataset and 1 month for the Ebola one), we could infer that collaboration relationships of those datasets are respectively performed in short and long-term. Accordingly, the cohesion metric suggests that short-term interactions between users are more likely to focus on few topics (“intra-topic” relationships), in contrast to long-term interactions that seem to provide a wider range of topics and favor “inter-topic” social interactions. This result is consistent with previous findings [17] which indicate that the nature and intensity of communication between users change over-time according to the crisis phases. We expect that the latter has a significant effect on the degree of diversity of the sub-topics since an increasing number of users are involved during the evolving sense-making process.

To deepen our understanding of the differences between both datasets according to the time period parameter, we split the Ebola dataset into several sub-datasets in which the collect period is relatively equivalent to the one of the Sandy dataset. We randomly selected 3 subdatasets in order to identify conversations, extract topics and finally built the collaboration network. We present in Table 6 the character-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Dataset 1</th>
<th>Sub-Dataset 2</th>
<th>Sub-Dataset 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
<td>07/29/2014 07h23 - 07/31/2014 21h59</td>
<td>08/07/2014 9h39 - 08/08/2014 17h54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Tweets</td>
<td>394,399</td>
<td>311,340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Users</td>
<td>165,764</td>
<td>137,398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesion value</td>
<td>1.418</td>
<td>1.309</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Analysis of the impact of the time-window on the cohesion metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sandy</th>
<th>Ebola</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(7) Exile - (13) Disease/Fear in the US</td>
<td>(1) Prevention - (14) Victims and quarantine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Exile - (1) State of New York City</td>
<td>(1) Prevention - (2) Actions/Thoughts to people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Exile - (2) Negative thoughts</td>
<td>(1) Prevention - (7) Exile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Exile - (3) Donations/aids</td>
<td>(1) Prevention - (12) First case in the US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Negative thoughts - (13) Disease/Fear in the US</td>
<td>(2) Actions/Thoughts to people - (14) Victims and quarantine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Top pairwise topics assigned to users and inferred from their conversations.

5. IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA COLLABORATION RESEARCH

We believe that our findings have important implications relevant for the research in social web collaboration, including:

- **Recommendation of collaborators.** Our findings indicate that the social graph of collaborative groups of users engaged in similar or shared search and sharing tasks is a set of weakly connected (or disconnected) small-sized sub-graphs. People are likely to be connected with a small audience while, being involved in an open social web space, they believe that they are connected to the crowd. One relevant research opportunity would be to enhance the collaboration mediation between users by designing
information seeking algorithms able to automatically enhance user’s seeking tweets with mentions leading to collaborator recommendation. This would allow creating social collaborative ties between users in order to overpass the small-sized collaboration network restricted to the user’s neighborhood guided by his mentions and followers. Such algorithms would 1) tackle the issue mentioned in [23] related to unanswered seeking tweets and 2) constitute a valuable support for users who explicitly asked the questions to the crowd using the hashtag rather than their followers’ network, as revealed in [17]. In addition, algorithms could be created to identify long-term group members who reinforce collaboration by providing advice or help through the identification of appropriate contributors for solving topically-related search and sharing tasks. The presence of a strong social support on the network is likely to encourage low-activity users to be better engaged towards a larger audience and benefit from it.

- Enhancement of social awareness. The analysis of collaborative groups connectivity demonstrated that active users are involved in many conversations with distinct topics, either sub-topics of the root search/sharing task topic or even other tasks dealing with other topics. Thus, another interesting implication for future research would be to design algorithms that enhance the information seeking process by detecting complex information needs and tasks. These would then be rooted to users engaged in different collaborative groups of users through conversations gathering shared or complementary topical facets of the original information need and task. Such users, viewed here as valuable intermediaries, could better transfer the need or task through the social network and increase more quickly the situational awareness rate over the whole social network. In turn, this would enhance the self-engagement of users, which is particularly desired in emergency situations. More generally, algorithmic mediation on the social web would create social ties between users or turn social ties into collaborative ties, tackling the problem of the so-called “digital desert” [3].

6. STUDY LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The study faces some limitations. First, we acknowledge that the generalization of our findings requires further work. One limitation is the non-diversity and size of samples used in the study. For future research, we plan to perform our study across large-scale collections of User Generated Content (e.g., forums) within different application domains or search and sharing intents—beyond crisis-management—(e.g., health concerns). This would provide additional insights into how social media-based collaboration occurs.

We also note the lack of data about users. That is, based on our findings, we are not able to characterize group patterns according to the social neighborhood of the group members. This requires tracking users’ personal profiles as well as those of their followers and those of users they mention or retweet. We intend to collect these data in the future to evaluate the ratio of strangers and their adequacy, compared to social neighbors, to solve the search topic. User-centric data would likely help us better explain the absence of explicit collaboration from a user perspective.

We finally point out that while previous works have shown that seeking and sharing information are the two basic forms of online explicit collaboration using social networks [10, 29], we analyzed them in this study without distinction. The latter would be possible by building distinct conversation trees considering tweet-question seeds vs. non tweet-question seeds. Hence, we were not able to determine the differences that these two forms of collaboration might exhibit in both structural patterns and topics. We plan to overcome this limitation in the near future and explore the statistical differences between the corresponding social graphs.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We studied explicit collaborative information search/sharing practices supported by social media. We used data from two crisis-related Twitter datasets. We first generated conversation datasets built upon the collaboration concept and then analyzed their social structure and content. The results of the analyses reported here particularly highlight that 1) collaboration is generally limited to small-sized flat networks, with or without a central user, based on user’s explicit mentions, replies, and retweets. 2) users are often engaged in distinct conversations involving different users, members of disconnected or weakly connected groups, and dealing with both distinct and shared topics, and that 3) the time factor impacts the structure of the collaboration network; more particularly, we show the existence of a robust threshold in the time-span of conversation trees.

Based on our findings, we provided relevant research opportunities that would enable the emergence of a new generation of social collaborative information sharing and search systems.
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